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The current state of the dating market is the natural result of
what happens when both men and women have free choice. The
only reason men had more options before was because of the
patriarchy
December 22, 2022 | 4 upvotes | by Cartierwontevenpeek

Crosspost "The current state of the dating market is the natural result of what
happens when both men and women have free choice. The only reason men had more
options before was because of the patriarchy" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

In a completely free world where men and women could make choices, due to the sex drive difference,
hormonal difference that makes women value emotional connections more than men, and economy where
certain men have more resources monetarily and status wise, women of course will go for the best options
consistently.
Wouldn't you? Would you give, for example, uglier girls a chance, if you could get any hot girl easily
every day? Of course you wouldn't, don't kid yourself. This notion of holier than thou attitude needs to
stop. This doesn't mean men and women are equally empathetic. As mentioned before in my previous
posts, women have a greater lack of empathy for male strangers than the other way around. The common
response is this is because of fear, but as evidenced before, it has to more to do with women being
disgusted by men moreso than fear: https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/06/150624155436.htm
Before, men could control women in a way, where they could block them from getting certain resources,
creating societies/religions that enforce certain restrictions, and whatever else. Without this control, men
cannot have the options anymore. In a completely free market, most men will suffer. It is inevitable.
There is quite literally nothing that can be done to alleviate this apart from instilling another sort of
rule/regulation that was done in the past, yet that is of course now seen as morally outrageous.
What people need to realize is that there is no saving grace. Sex drives won't change. Standards won't
change. Most men are quite literally bound to suffer and thanks to the technological age, will only suffer
more and more as their options dwindle. Men's suicide rates are rapidly increasing due to loneliness, and
as mentioned before, it can't and simply won't change. Your only option as a man is to become one of the
few at the top or die trying.
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FortniteAbobus • 2 points • 22 December, 2022 08:10 AM 

Is world moving to the state where there will be a lot of chads with harems of women and the women/sub6
slaves will do all the job?

Siukslinis_acc • 1 point • 25 December, 2022 01:27 PM 

Isn't it because due to internet and transportation improvements one is no longer restricted to a certain physical
space or social group to find a partner? Due to online dating you are made aware of guys who you probably
wouldn't have met in real life as they live far away or are active in different soial circles that you. And traveling
improvements made travelling a hundred kilometres to meet themnot a problem (so instead of traveling 10 hours
by carriage, you can travel it in less than an hour).
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